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Design Guidelines

In the decade following the Civil War, the secluded 
banks of quiet lakes in the Adirondack Mountains 
became summer retreats for members of New York 
society. The cabins and lodges, known as the Great 
Camps, inspired a particular architecture, where
Alpine forms were realized in local stone and timber. 
The great lodges at Sagamore, Uncas, Pine Knot and 
the others had their roots in the Swiss chalet. 

Rustic, romantic and intimately suited to the mountain 
climate, the Adirondack style, with its heavy beams 
and deep overhangs under a broad roof was a Gilded 

Age expression of blending in with the landscape. 

At Tuxedo Reserve, the Adirondack Style is charac-
terized by a wide, dominant roof with deep eaves 
and exposed rafters. Its walls are finished in natural 
materials like stone and board-and-batten. Its distinc-
tive mass is broken by gables of low shed dormers with 
roofs extending well beyond the wall or substantial 
gabled wings topped with a jerkinhead roof.

For more information on this style, please refer to 
Great Camps of the Adirondacks.

Gabled dormer

Stone chimney

Decorative brackets and braces

Deep eaves

Casements set into horizontal groups 

Decorative timber framing members

Simple board trim

DE TA I L S,  MAT E R I A L S A N D CO L O R S

T H E A D I R O N D A C K S T Y L E

FO R M A L CH A R A C T E R

Massing: Informal composition, usually with major gable 
parallel to street for larger houses and perpendicular for 
smaller.
Roof Forms: Gables of medium pitch, from 4 in 12 to 6 in 12 
with very deep eaves, exposed rafters, and decorative brack-
ets. Jerkinheads and gable-over-hip roof ends are common.
Roofing: Wood shake recommended; asphalt or fiberglass 
shingles as approved by Community Architect.
Dormers: Gables of same pitch as main roof with very deep 
eaves or long sheds of slightly shallower pitch than main 
roof.
Cladding: Rustic logs, random rubble stone, 6 in. horizontal 
siding, or board-and-batten.
Chimneys: Prominent, wide stone chimney.
Openings: Set high into wall, often touching the cornice line 

with simple rough trim.
Doors: Wood with upper 2/3 glazed, lower 1/3 divided into 
horizontal panels.
Windows: Vertical, divided casements paired or tripled to for 
horizontal groupings; diamond shaped and diamoned-paned 
accents.
Shutters: Board-and-batten, rustic board or solid panel.
Colors: Stained or natural wood finish main body and trim, 
deep red or blue on window frames.
Porches: Deep and numerous with posts of rustic logs.
Minimum Floor to Ceiling Heights: 9 feet on the first floor 
and 8 feet on the second.
First Floor Elevation: Between 1 foot 6 inches and 2 feet 
above finished grade, but level with any outdoor terraces.
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Adirondack Style

In the decade following the Civil War, the secluded 
banks of quiet lakes in the Adirondack Mountains 
became summer retreats for members of New York 
society. The cabins and lodges, known as the Great 
Camps, inspired a particular architecture, where
Alpine forms were realized in local stone and timber. 
The great lodges at Sagamore, Uncas, Pine Knot and 
the others had their roots in the Swiss chalet. 

Rustic, romantic and intimately suited to the mountain 
climate, the Adirondack style, with its heavy beams 
and deep overhangs under a broad roof was a Gilded 

Age expression of blending in with the landscape. 

At Tuxedo Reserve, the Adirondack Style is charac-
terized by a wide, dominant roof with deep eaves 
and exposed rafters. Its walls are finished in natural 
materials like stone and board-and-batten. Its distinc-
tive mass is broken by gables of low shed dormers with 
roofs extending well beyond the wall or substantial 
gabled wings topped with a jerkinhead roof.

For more information on this style, please refer to 
Great Camps of the Adirondacks.
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Massing: Informal composition, usually with major gable 
parallel to street for larger houses and perpendicular for 
smaller.
Roof Forms: Gables of medium pitch, from 4 in 12 to 6 in 12 
with very deep eaves, exposed rafters, and decorative brack-
ets. Jerkinheads and gable-over-hip roof ends are common.
Roofing: Wood shake recommended; asphalt or fiberglass 
shingles as approved by Community Architect.
Dormers: Gables of same pitch as main roof with very deep 
eaves or long sheds of slightly shallower pitch than main 
roof.
Cladding: Rustic logs, random rubble stone, 6 in. horizontal 
siding, or board-and-batten.
Chimneys: Prominent, wide stone chimney.
Openings: Set high into wall, often touching the cornice line 

with simple rough trim.
Doors: Wood with upper 2/3 glazed, lower 1/3 divided into 
horizontal panels.
Windows: Vertical, divided casements paired or tripled to for 
horizontal groupings; diamond shaped and diamoned-paned 
accents.
Shutters: Board-and-batten, rustic board or solid panel.
Colors: Stained or natural wood finish main body and trim, 
deep red or blue on window frames.
Porches: Deep and numerous with posts of rustic logs.
Minimum Floor to Ceiling Heights: 9 feet on the first floor 
and 8 feet on the second.
First Floor Elevation: Between 1 foot 6 inches and 2 feet 
above finished grade, but level with any outdoor terraces.
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In the decade following the Civil War, the secluded banks of 
quiet lakes in the Adirondack Mountains became the summer 
retreats for members of the New York society.  The cabins 
and lodges, know as the Great Camps, inspired a particular 
architecture, where Alpine forms were realized in local stone 
and timber.  The great lodges at Sagamore, Uncas, Pine Knot 
and the other had their roots in the Swiss chalet.

Rustic, romantic and intimately suited to the mountain 
climate, the Adirondack style, with it’s heavy beams and deep 
overhangs under a broad roof was a Gilded Age expression of 
blending in with the landscape.

The Adirondack Style

In the decade following the Civil War, the secluded 
banks of quiet lakes in the Adirondack Mountains 
became summer retreats for members of New York 
society. The cabins and lodges, known as the Great 
Camps, inspired a particular architecture, where
Alpine forms were realized in local stone and timber. 
The great lodges at Sagamore, Uncas, Pine Knot and 
the others had their roots in the Swiss chalet. 

Rustic, romantic and intimately suited to the mountain 
climate, the Adirondack style, with its heavy beams 
and deep overhangs under a broad roof was a Gilded 

Age expression of blending in with the landscape. 

At Tuxedo Reserve, the Adirondack Style is charac-
terized by a wide, dominant roof with deep eaves 
and exposed rafters. Its walls are finished in natural 
materials like stone and board-and-batten. Its distinc-
tive mass is broken by gables of low shed dormers with 
roofs extending well beyond the wall or substantial 
gabled wings topped with a jerkinhead roof.

For more information on this style, please refer to 
Great Camps of the Adirondacks.

Gabled dormer

Stone chimney

Decorative brackets and braces

Deep eaves

Casements set into horizontal groups 

Decorative timber framing members

Simple board trim
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Massing: Informal composition, usually with major gable 
parallel to street for larger houses and perpendicular for 
smaller.
Roof Forms: Gables of medium pitch, from 4 in 12 to 6 in 12 
with very deep eaves, exposed rafters, and decorative brack-
ets. Jerkinheads and gable-over-hip roof ends are common.
Roofing: Wood shake recommended; asphalt or fiberglass 
shingles as approved by Community Architect.
Dormers: Gables of same pitch as main roof with very deep 
eaves or long sheds of slightly shallower pitch than main 
roof.
Cladding: Rustic logs, random rubble stone, 6 in. horizontal 
siding, or board-and-batten.
Chimneys: Prominent, wide stone chimney.
Openings: Set high into wall, often touching the cornice line 

with simple rough trim.
Doors: Wood with upper 2/3 glazed, lower 1/3 divided into 
horizontal panels.
Windows: Vertical, divided casements paired or tripled to for 
horizontal groupings; diamond shaped and diamoned-paned 
accents.
Shutters: Board-and-batten, rustic board or solid panel.
Colors: Stained or natural wood finish main body and trim, 
deep red or blue on window frames.
Porches: Deep and numerous with posts of rustic logs.
Minimum Floor to Ceiling Heights: 9 feet on the first floor 
and 8 feet on the second.
First Floor Elevation: Between 1 foot 6 inches and 2 feet 
above finished grade, but level with any outdoor terraces.
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Details, Materials & Colors
Massing: Informal composition, usually with major gable
parallel to street for larger houses and perpendicular for
smaller.
Roof Forms: Gables of medium pitch, from 4 in 12 to 6 in 
12 with very deep eaves, exposed rafters, and decorative 
brackets. Jerkinheads and gable-over-hip roof ends are 
common.
Roofing: Wood shake recommended; asphalt or fiberglass
shingles as approved by the Architectural Review Board
Dormers: Gables of same pitch as main roof with very 
deep eaves or long sheds of slightly shallower pitch than 
main roof.
Cladding: Rustic logs, random rubble stone, 6 in. 
horizontal siding, or board-and-batten.

Chimneys: Prominent, wide stone chimney.
Openings: Set high into wall, often touching the cornice 
line with simple rough trim.
Doors: Wood with upper 2/3 glazed, lower 1/3 divided into
horizontal panels.
Windows: Vertical, divided casements paired or tripled to 
for horizontal groupings; diamond shaped and diamoned-
paned accents.
S hutters: Board-and-batten, rustic board, solid panel, or 2 panel.
C olors: Stained, natural wood finish, or approved vinyl colors for the 

main body and trim; deep red, blue, or white on window frames.
Porches: Deep and numerous with posts of rustic logs.
Minimum Floor to Ceiling Heights: 9 feet on the first 
floor and 8 feet on the second.

Formal Character

Design Definitions
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Design Guidelines

Loosely based on houses found in Cotswold villages, the 
English Country style first appeared in America in the 
late nineteenth century. The style became very popular 
in the 1920’s and 30’s particularly with America’s gen-
try, but also in the growing upper-middle class. Instantly 
recognizable by its steeply-pitched, multi-gabled roof 
and massive chimneys, houses in the English Country 
style seem solid and cozy yet light-filled 

Tuxedo Reserve’s changing vistas and varying land-
scape creates an ideal setting for the casual, rural 
character of the English County style.

For more information on this style, please refer to
A Field Guide to American Houses. 

Prominent, massive chimney

Dominant cross gable facing street 
with steep roof pitches

Multi-paned casement windows in 
pairs or groups of three 

Balanced asymmetry

Garden walls enclosing terraces

DE TA I L S,  MAT E R I A L S A N D CO L O R S

T H E E N G L I S H C O U N T R Y S T Y L E

FO R M A L CH A R A C T E R

Massing: Asymmetrical in plan and elevation, side gabled 
with at least one prominent cross gable facing street.
Roof Forms: Tall gables, at least 9 in 12 and up to 12 in 
12, with shallow eaves, overlapping gables and varying eave 
heights.
Roofing: Slate, synthetic slate or wood shake recommended; 
asphalt or fiberglass shingles as approved by Community 
Architect.
Dormers: Gabled, steeply-pitched, typically integral to wall 
face below through the cornice.
Cladding: Stucco with light sand finish, smooth-finish
brick.
Chimneys: Prominent and massive, usually brick or stucco 
to match primary wall finish, often placed at end of a major 
gable.

Openings: Set deep into exterior wall with trim either flush 
or recessed.
Doors: Rustic wood, often set into shallow-relief arch (round 
or flat-pointed), under small integral porch.
Windows: Typically 6-pane vertical casement, paired or in 
groups of three, oriel or semi-hexagonal bays are also com-
mon.
Shutters: Panel or vertical wood board, with our without 
“Z” bracing.
Colors: Natural to white stucco finish, primary trim in 
browns, accents in deep reds or olive green.
Porches: An extension or imitation of roof slope, often a 
curving flare supported by rustic wood posts or brackets or 
end porch under main roof of house.
Minimum Floor to Ceiling Heights: 9 feet on the first floor 
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Loosely based on houses found in Cotswold villages, the 
English Country style first appeared in America in the 
late nineteenth century. The style became very popular 
in the 1920’s and 30’s particularly with America’s gen-
try, but also in the growing upper-middle class. Instantly 
recognizable by its steeply-pitched, multi-gabled roof 
and massive chimneys, houses in the English Country 
style seem solid and cozy yet light-filled 

Tuxedo Reserve’s changing vistas and varying land-
scape creates an ideal setting for the casual, rural 
character of the English County style.

For more information on this style, please refer to
A Field Guide to American Houses. 

Prominent, massive chimney

Dominant cross gable facing street 
with steep roof pitches

Multi-paned casement windows in 
pairs or groups of three 

Balanced asymmetry

Garden walls enclosing terraces

DE TA I L S,  MAT E R I A L S A N D CO L O R S

T H E E N G L I S H C O U N T R Y S T Y L E

FO R M A L CH A R A C T E R

Massing: Asymmetrical in plan and elevation, side gabled 
with at least one prominent cross gable facing street.
Roof Forms: Tall gables, at least 9 in 12 and up to 12 in 
12, with shallow eaves, overlapping gables and varying eave 
heights.
Roofing: Slate, synthetic slate or wood shake recommended; 
asphalt or fiberglass shingles as approved by Community 
Architect.
Dormers: Gabled, steeply-pitched, typically integral to wall 
face below through the cornice.
Cladding: Stucco with light sand finish, smooth-finish
brick.
Chimneys: Prominent and massive, usually brick or stucco 
to match primary wall finish, often placed at end of a major 
gable.

Openings: Set deep into exterior wall with trim either flush 
or recessed.
Doors: Rustic wood, often set into shallow-relief arch (round 
or flat-pointed), under small integral porch.
Windows: Typically 6-pane vertical casement, paired or in 
groups of three, oriel or semi-hexagonal bays are also com-
mon.
Shutters: Panel or vertical wood board, with our without 
“Z” bracing.
Colors: Natural to white stucco finish, primary trim in 
browns, accents in deep reds or olive green.
Porches: An extension or imitation of roof slope, often a 
curving flare supported by rustic wood posts or brackets or 
end porch under main roof of house.
Minimum Floor to Ceiling Heights: 9 feet on the first floor 
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Loosely based on houses found in Cotswold villages, the 
English Country style first appeared in America in the 
late nineteenth century. The style became very popular 
in the 1920’s and 30’s particularly with America’s gen-
try, but also in the growing upper-middle class. Instantly 
recognizable by its steeply-pitched, multi-gabled roof 
and massive chimneys, houses in the English Country 
style seem solid and cozy yet light-filled 

Tuxedo Reserve’s changing vistas and varying land-
scape creates an ideal setting for the casual, rural 
character of the English County style.

For more information on this style, please refer to
A Field Guide to American Houses. 

Prominent, massive chimney

Dominant cross gable facing street 
with steep roof pitches

Multi-paned casement windows in 
pairs or groups of three 

Balanced asymmetry

Garden walls enclosing terraces

DE TA I L S,  MAT E R I A L S A N D CO L O R S

T H E E N G L I S H C O U N T R Y S T Y L E

FO R M A L CH A R A C T E R

Massing: Asymmetrical in plan and elevation, side gabled 
with at least one prominent cross gable facing street.
Roof Forms: Tall gables, at least 9 in 12 and up to 12 in 
12, with shallow eaves, overlapping gables and varying eave 
heights.
Roofing: Slate, synthetic slate or wood shake recommended; 
asphalt or fiberglass shingles as approved by Community 
Architect.
Dormers: Gabled, steeply-pitched, typically integral to wall 
face below through the cornice.
Cladding: Stucco with light sand finish, smooth-finish
brick.
Chimneys: Prominent and massive, usually brick or stucco 
to match primary wall finish, often placed at end of a major 
gable.

Openings: Set deep into exterior wall with trim either flush 
or recessed.
Doors: Rustic wood, often set into shallow-relief arch (round 
or flat-pointed), under small integral porch.
Windows: Typically 6-pane vertical casement, paired or in 
groups of three, oriel or semi-hexagonal bays are also com-
mon.
Shutters: Panel or vertical wood board, with our without 
“Z” bracing.
Colors: Natural to white stucco finish, primary trim in 
browns, accents in deep reds or olive green.
Porches: An extension or imitation of roof slope, often a 
curving flare supported by rustic wood posts or brackets or 
end porch under main roof of house.
Minimum Floor to Ceiling Heights: 9 feet on the first floor 
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English Country Style

Loosely based on houses found in Cotswold villages, the English 
Country style first appeared in America in the late nineteenth 
century.  The style became very popular in the 1920’s and 30’s 
particularly with America’s gentry, but also in the growing 
upper-middle class.  Instantly recognizable by it’s steeply-
pitched, multi-gabled roof and massive chimneys, houses in the 
English Country style seem solid and cozy yet light-filled.

Tuxedo Reserve’s changing vistas and varying landscape creates 
an ideal setting for the casual, rural character of the English 
Country Style.  For more information on this style, please refer 
to A field Guide to  American Houses.

The English Country Style

Details, Materials & Colors
Massing: Asymmetrical in plan and elevation, side gabled
with at least one prominent cross gable facing street.
Roof Forms: Tall gables, at least 9 in 12 and up to 12 in
12, with shallow eaves, overlapping gables and varying 
eave heights.
Roofing: Slate, synthetic slate or wood shake 
recommended; asphalt or fiberglass shingles as approved 
by the Architectural Review Board
Dormers: Gabled, steeply-pitched, typically integral to 
wall face below through the cornice.
Cladding: Stucco with light sand finish, smooth-finish
brick, vinyl siding and synthetic stone. 
Chimneys: Prominent and massive, usually brick or stucco
to match primary wall finish, often placed at end of a major  
gable. Alternatively, direct vent fireplace with vent to rear or side of home.
Openings: Set deep into exterior wall with trim either flush
or recessed, or minimal trim.

Doors: Rustic wood, often set into shallow-relief arch 
(round or flat-pointed), under small integral porch.
Windows: Typically 6-pane vertical casement, paired or in
groups of three, oriel or semi-hexagonal bays are also 
common, as well as 6-pane single hung vinyl windows.
Shutters: Panel or vertical wood board, with our without
“Z” bracing.
Colors: Natural to white stucco finish, primary trim in
browns, accents in deep reds or olive green.
Porches: An extension or imitation of roof slope, often a
curving flare supported by rustic wood posts or brackets or
end porch under main roof of house.
Minimum Floor to Ceiling Heights: 9 feet on the first 
floor

Formal Character

Farms’ changing vistas and varying landscape creates
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Design Guidelines

The French Country Style was introduced to the United 
States by soldiers returning from World War I, full of 
romantic memories of the beautiful farm houses of 
Normandy. Clustered, steep-pitched roofs suggested the 
growth of a family farm over time, while details like 
tall, well-proportioned windows set deep into the wall 
recalled the fabled chateaux. 

Tuxedo Reserve’s vast forested open space and coun-
try village charcter are ideal settings for the French 
Country house.

For more information on this style, please refer to 
A Field Guide to American Houses.

Simple geometric masses topped by 
steep roofs, with secondary pitches 
intersecting close to the eave.

Segmental-arched dormers

French casement windows set verti-
cally into deep openings

Living areas extending through French 
doors onto terraces and loggias. 

Forms arranged with an air of 
restrained informality

Massing: Picturesque composition of clustered, hipped 
forms with varying eave heights; no dominant front gable.
Roof Forms: Hipped on the main body with 12 in 12 slope, 
with 9 in 12 flare beginning 3 ft. above eave, side wings 
hipped or gabled, shallow eaves.
Roofing: Slate, synthetic slate or wood shake recommend-
ed; asphalt or fiberglass shingles as approved by Community 
Architect.
Dormers: Hipped or segmental-arched, often integral to 
wall face below through the cornice.
Cladding: Stucco with light sand finish, smooth-finish 
brick (painted or unpainted).
Chimneys: Brick with a flagstone cap or stucco with a 
tapered cap centrally often located within the mass.
Openings: Set deep into exterior wall, often trimmed with 
narrow brick moulding, brick, stone, or aged-wood lintels.

Doors: Single or double, multi-paned on the upper 2/3, of 
natural wood or painted same as trim color. Often set into 
a simple arch.
Windows: Multi-paned casement typical, also double-
hung. Front windows are tall with sills at the level of the 
finished floor
Shutters: Wood louver or rustic vertical board.
Colors: Natural to white stucco finish, trim in dark gray or 
pale green.
Porches: Formal, symmetrical entry porch with balcony 
above and/or hipped wing off main house.
Minimum Floor to Ceiling Heights: 9 feet on the first 
floor and 8 feet 6 inches on the second.

DE TA I L S,  MAT E R I A L S A N D CO L O R S

T H E F R E N C H C O U N T R Y S T Y L E

FO R M A L CH A R A C T E R
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The French Country Style was introduced to the United 
States by soldiers returning from World War I, full of 
romantic memories of the beautiful farm houses of 
Normandy. Clustered, steep-pitched roofs suggested the 
growth of a family farm over time, while details like 
tall, well-proportioned windows set deep into the wall 
recalled the fabled chateaux. 

Tuxedo Reserve’s vast forested open space and coun-
try village charcter are ideal settings for the French 
Country house.

For more information on this style, please refer to 
A Field Guide to American Houses.

Simple geometric masses topped by 
steep roofs, with secondary pitches 
intersecting close to the eave.

Segmental-arched dormers

French casement windows set verti-
cally into deep openings

Living areas extending through French 
doors onto terraces and loggias. 

Forms arranged with an air of 
restrained informality

Massing: Picturesque composition of clustered, hipped 
forms with varying eave heights; no dominant front gable.
Roof Forms: Hipped on the main body with 12 in 12 slope, 
with 9 in 12 flare beginning 3 ft. above eave, side wings 
hipped or gabled, shallow eaves.
Roofing: Slate, synthetic slate or wood shake recommend-
ed; asphalt or fiberglass shingles as approved by Community 
Architect.
Dormers: Hipped or segmental-arched, often integral to 
wall face below through the cornice.
Cladding: Stucco with light sand finish, smooth-finish 
brick (painted or unpainted).
Chimneys: Brick with a flagstone cap or stucco with a 
tapered cap centrally often located within the mass.
Openings: Set deep into exterior wall, often trimmed with 
narrow brick moulding, brick, stone, or aged-wood lintels.

Doors: Single or double, multi-paned on the upper 2/3, of 
natural wood or painted same as trim color. Often set into 
a simple arch.
Windows: Multi-paned casement typical, also double-
hung. Front windows are tall with sills at the level of the 
finished floor
Shutters: Wood louver or rustic vertical board.
Colors: Natural to white stucco finish, trim in dark gray or 
pale green.
Porches: Formal, symmetrical entry porch with balcony 
above and/or hipped wing off main house.
Minimum Floor to Ceiling Heights: 9 feet on the first 
floor and 8 feet 6 inches on the second.

DE TA I L S,  MAT E R I A L S A N D CO L O R S

T H E F R E N C H C O U N T R Y S T Y L E
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The French Country Style was introduced to the United 
States by soldiers returning from World War I, full of 
romantic memories of the beautiful farm houses of 
Normandy. Clustered, steep-pitched roofs suggested the 
growth of a family farm over time, while details like 
tall, well-proportioned windows set deep into the wall 
recalled the fabled chateaux. 

Tuxedo Reserve’s vast forested open space and coun-
try village charcter are ideal settings for the French 
Country house.

For more information on this style, please refer to 
A Field Guide to American Houses.

Simple geometric masses topped by 
steep roofs, with secondary pitches 
intersecting close to the eave.

Segmental-arched dormers

French casement windows set verti-
cally into deep openings

Living areas extending through French 
doors onto terraces and loggias. 

Forms arranged with an air of 
restrained informality

Massing: Picturesque composition of clustered, hipped 
forms with varying eave heights; no dominant front gable.
Roof Forms: Hipped on the main body with 12 in 12 slope, 
with 9 in 12 flare beginning 3 ft. above eave, side wings 
hipped or gabled, shallow eaves.
Roofing: Slate, synthetic slate or wood shake recommend-
ed; asphalt or fiberglass shingles as approved by Community 
Architect.
Dormers: Hipped or segmental-arched, often integral to 
wall face below through the cornice.
Cladding: Stucco with light sand finish, smooth-finish 
brick (painted or unpainted).
Chimneys: Brick with a flagstone cap or stucco with a 
tapered cap centrally often located within the mass.
Openings: Set deep into exterior wall, often trimmed with 
narrow brick moulding, brick, stone, or aged-wood lintels.

Doors: Single or double, multi-paned on the upper 2/3, of 
natural wood or painted same as trim color. Often set into 
a simple arch.
Windows: Multi-paned casement typical, also double-
hung. Front windows are tall with sills at the level of the 
finished floor
Shutters: Wood louver or rustic vertical board.
Colors: Natural to white stucco finish, trim in dark gray or 
pale green.
Porches: Formal, symmetrical entry porch with balcony 
above and/or hipped wing off main house.
Minimum Floor to Ceiling Heights: 9 feet on the first 
floor and 8 feet 6 inches on the second.

DE TA I L S,  MAT E R I A L S A N D CO L O R S

T H E F R E N C H C O U N T R Y S T Y L E

FO R M A L CH A R A C T E R

COTTTAGE VILLAGE ESTATE MANOR
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FR E N C H CO U N T RYT U X E D O R E S E R V E

D E S I G N G U I D E L I N E S

French Country Style

The French Country Style was introduced to the United States by 
soldiers returning from World War I, full of romantic memories 
of the beautiful farm houses of Normandy.  Clustered, steep-
pitched roofs suggested the growth of a family farm over time, 
while details like tall, well-proportioned windows set deep into 
the wall recalled the fabled chateaux.

Tuxedo Reserve’s vast forested open space and country village 
character are ideal settings for the French Country house.

For more information on this style, please refer to
A field Guide to  American Houses.

The French Country Style

Details, Materials & Colors
Massing: Picturesque composition of clustered, hipped
forms with varying eave heights; no dominant front gable.
Roof Forms: Hipped on the main body with 12 in 12 
slope, with 9 in 12 flare beginning 3 ft. above eave, side 
wings hipped or gabled, shallow eaves.
Roofing: Slate, synthetic slate or wood shake 
recommended; asphalt or fiberglass shingles as approved 
by the Architectural Review Board
Dormers: Hipped or segmental-arched, often integral to
wall face below through the cornice.
Cladding: Stucco with light sand finish, smooth-finish
brick (painted or unpainted).
Chimneys: Brick with a flagstone cap or stucco with a
tapered cap centrally often located within the mass. 
Alternatively, direct vent fireplaces with vent in rear or 
side of homes.
Openings: Set deep into exterior wall, often trimmed with
narrow brick moulding, brick, stone, or aged-wood lintels.

Doors: Single or double, multi-paned on the upper 2/3, of
natural wood or painted same as trim color. Often set into
a simple arch.
Windows: Multi-paned casement typical, also 
double or single hung.
Front windows are tall with sills at the level of the
finished floor.
Shutters: Wood louver or rustic vertical board.
Colors: Natural to white stucco finish, trim in dark gray or
pale green.
Porches: Formal, symmetrical entry porch with balcony
above and/or hipped wing off main house.
Minimum Floor to Ceiling Heights: 9 feet on the first

Formal Character

Farms’ vast forested open space and country village

floor and 8 feet 6 inches on the second.
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Tuxedo Reserve 12

Design Guidelines

Dutch settlers and the gambrel-roofed colonial house 
are both associated with the regions surrounding 
the Hudson River, on Long Island and northern 
New Jersey. Popular lore put the two together and 
the name stuck. Though having little relation to 
rural architecture in Holland, this style occupies a 
prominent place in the history of American domestic 
architecture because of its re-emergence in the early 
twentieth century.

At Tuxedo Reserve, the Hudson River Dutch house, 
featured as a neighborhood accent, is a reminder 
both of the region’s rural history and the communi-
ty’s small-town character.

For more information on this style, please refer to 
The Dutch Colonial House by a master of this style, 
Aymar Embury.

Shallow-pitch shed dormers

Double-hung windows with shutters

Gambrel roof above first floor

Flare at eave

Symmetrical composition

Side porch and pergola

DE TA I L S,  MAT E R I A L S A N D CO L O R S

T H E H U D S O N R I V E R D U T C H S T Y L E

FO R M A L CH A R A C T E R

Massing: Second floor under main gable which is
parallel to street; ordered, symmetrical composition on 
facade.
Roof Forms: Gambrel, with 4 in 12 on the upper 1/3 and 
9 in 12 on the lower 2/3; gently curving flare at eave.
Roofing: Wood shake recommended; asphalt or fiberglass 
shingles as approved by Community Architect.
Dormers: Substantial shed as continuation of upper roof 
slope, pedimented gables if symmetrically placed.
Cladding: 4 to 6 in. horizontal wood siding with cor-
ner boards, brick, stucco or stone often used on ground 
floor.
Chimneys: Brick or stone, typically placed on both main 
gable ends.
Openings: Set close to flush with wall surface and 
framed with 4 in. trim boards.

Doors: Paneled Dutch door or six-panel Colonial with 
sidelights and fan light or transom.
Windows: Double-hung with 6/6, 6/1 or 9/9; casements 
on ground floor only, quarter rounds in pairs high on 
gable ends.
Shutters: Two-panel with decorative hole in upper panel; 
louvered may be used on second floor if solid panel on 
first.
Colors: White main body with very pale blue-green or 
faded red-oxide trim.
Porches: Formal, symmetrical entry porch of classical 
detail; large round-columned side porch; pergolas.
Minimum Floor to Ceiling Heights: 9 feet on the first 
floor and 8 feet 6 inches on the second.

ESTATE VILLAGE MANOR COTTAGE
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HU D S O N RI V E R DU T C HT U X E D O R E S E R V E

D E S I G N G U I D E L I N E S

Dutch settlers and the gambrel-roofed colonial house 
are both associated with the regions surrounding 
the Hudson River, on Long Island and northern 
New Jersey. Popular lore put the two together and 
the name stuck. Though having little relation to 
rural architecture in Holland, this style occupies a 
prominent place in the history of American domestic 
architecture because of its re-emergence in the early 
twentieth century.

At Tuxedo Reserve, the Hudson River Dutch house, 
featured as a neighborhood accent, is a reminder 
both of the region’s rural history and the communi-
ty’s small-town character.

For more information on this style, please refer to 
The Dutch Colonial House by a master of this style, 
Aymar Embury.

Shallow-pitch shed dormers

Double-hung windows with shutters

Gambrel roof above first floor

Flare at eave

Symmetrical composition

Side porch and pergola

DE TA I L S,  MAT E R I A L S A N D CO L O R S

T H E H U D S O N R I V E R D U T C H S T Y L E

FO R M A L CH A R A C T E R

Massing: Second floor under main gable which is
parallel to street; ordered, symmetrical composition on 
facade.
Roof Forms: Gambrel, with 4 in 12 on the upper 1/3 and 
9 in 12 on the lower 2/3; gently curving flare at eave.
Roofing: Wood shake recommended; asphalt or fiberglass 
shingles as approved by Community Architect.
Dormers: Substantial shed as continuation of upper roof 
slope, pedimented gables if symmetrically placed.
Cladding: 4 to 6 in. horizontal wood siding with cor-
ner boards, brick, stucco or stone often used on ground 
floor.
Chimneys: Brick or stone, typically placed on both main 
gable ends.
Openings: Set close to flush with wall surface and 
framed with 4 in. trim boards.

Doors: Paneled Dutch door or six-panel Colonial with 
sidelights and fan light or transom.
Windows: Double-hung with 6/6, 6/1 or 9/9; casements 
on ground floor only, quarter rounds in pairs high on 
gable ends.
Shutters: Two-panel with decorative hole in upper panel; 
louvered may be used on second floor if solid panel on 
first.
Colors: White main body with very pale blue-green or 
faded red-oxide trim.
Porches: Formal, symmetrical entry porch of classical 
detail; large round-columned side porch; pergolas.
Minimum Floor to Ceiling Heights: 9 feet on the first 
floor and 8 feet 6 inches on the second.

ESTATE VILLAGE MANOR COTTAGE
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HU D S O N RI V E R DU T C HT U X E D O R E S E R V E

D E S I G N G U I D E L I N E S

Dutch settlers and the gambrel-roofed colonial house 
are both associated with the regions surrounding 
the Hudson River, on Long Island and northern 
New Jersey. Popular lore put the two together and 
the name stuck. Though having little relation to 
rural architecture in Holland, this style occupies a 
prominent place in the history of American domestic 
architecture because of its re-emergence in the early 
twentieth century.

At Tuxedo Reserve, the Hudson River Dutch house, 
featured as a neighborhood accent, is a reminder 
both of the region’s rural history and the communi-
ty’s small-town character.

For more information on this style, please refer to 
The Dutch Colonial House by a master of this style, 
Aymar Embury.

Shallow-pitch shed dormers

Double-hung windows with shutters

Gambrel roof above first floor

Flare at eave

Symmetrical composition

Side porch and pergola

DE TA I L S,  MAT E R I A L S A N D CO L O R S

T H E H U D S O N R I V E R D U T C H S T Y L E

FO R M A L CH A R A C T E R

Massing: Second floor under main gable which is
parallel to street; ordered, symmetrical composition on 
facade.
Roof Forms: Gambrel, with 4 in 12 on the upper 1/3 and 
9 in 12 on the lower 2/3; gently curving flare at eave.
Roofing: Wood shake recommended; asphalt or fiberglass 
shingles as approved by Community Architect.
Dormers: Substantial shed as continuation of upper roof 
slope, pedimented gables if symmetrically placed.
Cladding: 4 to 6 in. horizontal wood siding with cor-
ner boards, brick, stucco or stone often used on ground 
floor.
Chimneys: Brick or stone, typically placed on both main 
gable ends.
Openings: Set close to flush with wall surface and 
framed with 4 in. trim boards.

Doors: Paneled Dutch door or six-panel Colonial with 
sidelights and fan light or transom.
Windows: Double-hung with 6/6, 6/1 or 9/9; casements 
on ground floor only, quarter rounds in pairs high on 
gable ends.
Shutters: Two-panel with decorative hole in upper panel; 
louvered may be used on second floor if solid panel on 
first.
Colors: White main body with very pale blue-green or 
faded red-oxide trim.
Porches: Formal, symmetrical entry porch of classical 
detail; large round-columned side porch; pergolas.
Minimum Floor to Ceiling Heights: 9 feet on the first 
floor and 8 feet 6 inches on the second.

ESTATE VILLAGE MANOR COTTAGE
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HU D S O N RI V E R DU T C HT U X E D O R E S E R V E

D E S I G N G U I D E L I N E S

Hudson River Dutch Style

Dutch settlers and the gambrel-roofed colonial house are both 
associated with the regions surrounding the Hudson River, on 
Long Island and northern New Jersey.  Popular lore put the two 
together and the name stuck.  Though having little relation to 
rural architecture in Holland, this style occupies a prominent 
place in the history of American domestic architecture because 
of its re-emergence in the early twentieth century.

At Tuxedo Reserve, the Hudson River Dutch house is a reminder 
of both the region’s rural history and the community’s small-town 
character.

For more information on this style, please refer to 
The Dutch Colonial house by Aymar Embury.

The Hudson River Dutch Style

Details, Materials & Colors
Massing: Second floor under main gable which is
ordered, symmetrical composition on facade.
Roof Forms: Gambrel, with 4 in 12 on the upper 1/3 and
9 in 12 on the lower 2/3; gently curving flare at eave.
Roofing: Wood shake recommended; asphalt or fiberglass
shingles as approved by the Architectural Review Board
Dormers: Substantial shed as continuation of upper roof
slope, pedimented gables if symmetrically placed.
Cladding: 4 to 6 in. horizontal wood siding with corner
boards, brick, vinyl siding, stucco or stone often used on
ground floor.
Chimneys: brick or stone, typically placed on both main 

Openings: Set close to flush with wall surface and
framed with 4 in. trim boards.

Doors: Paneled Dutch door or six-panel Colonial with
sidelights and fan light or transom.
Windows: Double-hung with 6/6, 6/1 or 9/9; casements
on ground floor only, quarter rounds in pairs high on
gable ends.
Shutters: Two-panel or with decorative hole in upper panel;
louvered may be used. on second floor if solid panel on
first.
Colors: White main body with very pale blue-green or
faded red-oxide trim.
Porches: Formal, symmetrical entry porch of classical
detail; large round-columned side porch; pergolas.
Minimum Floor to Ceiling Heights: 9 feet on the first
floor and 8 feet 6 inches on the second.

Formal Character

Farms, the Hudson River Dutch house is a reminder

gable ends. Alternatively, direct vent fire place with vent
in rear or side of home. 
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Tuxedo Reserve 13

Design Guidelines

This picturesque idealization of country life is a 
notable American invention from European prec-
edent. The Hudson River Gothic style owes much 
to Alexander Jackson Davis, whose publications
on American cottage architecture helped define the 
characteristics of the style in the mid nineteenth 
century. With rural simplicity and romantic gothic-
revival details and ornament, the Gothic style was 
an immensely popular sign of sophistication with the 
earliest builders of retreats outside the city. 

No town in the valley of the Hudson River is without 
a few Gothic cottages. Tuxedo Reserve’s neighbor-
hoods, too are accented by the Hudson River Gothic 
house.

For more information on this style, please refer 
to Alexander Jackson Davis: American Architect 
1803-1892

Central chimney on diagonal

Decorative brackets at eave peak

Prominent central cross gable

Tall 2/2 windows topped with drip-
mould crown

Full-width porch with decorative 
brackets

DE TA I L S,  MAT E R I A L S A N D CO L O R S

T H E H U D S O N R I V E R G O T H I C S T Y L E

FO R M A L CH A R A C T E R

Massing: Simple, rectangular volume with ordered composi-
tion; main gable parallel to street.
Roof Forms: Gable (from 6 in 12 to 12 in 12), with second-
ary gable (at least 12 in 12) often centered, perpendicular to 
street and framing decorative window, paired or triple gables 
symmetrically placed, L-shaped plan; open eaves, exposed 
rafters.
Roofing: Wood shake or standing-seam metal recommended;
asphalt or fiberglass shingles as approved by Community Architect.
Dormers: Wide gables, integral to wall through cornice.
Cladding: 4 in. horizontal wood siding with corner boards, 
board-and-batten, stucco; decorative gable trim.
Chimneys: Brick or stone, centrally located within mass, usu-
ally turned on the diagonal.

Openings: Set close to flush with wall surface with 4 in. trim 
boards; drip mould window crown.
Doors: Centered within composition; double, fully glazed or 
glazed on upper 1/3.
Windows: Double-hung 2/2, 1/1 or eight-paned casement, 
often paired or set into box bay; central, pointed-arch accent.
Shutters: Louvered.
Colors: Dark greens, blues, and reds or white for main body, 
white trim.
Porches: One-story, full-width porch, symmetrically placed; 
square posts with decorative flattened-arch brackets.
Minimum Floor to Ceiling Heights: 9 feet on the first floor 
and 8 feet 6 inches on the second.

MANOR VILLAGE ESTATE COTTAGE
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HU D S O N RI V E R GO T H I CT U X E D O R E S E R V E

D E S I G N G U I D E L I N E S

Hudson River Gothic Style

The picturesque idealization of country life is a notable 
American invention from European precedent.  The Hudson 
River Gothic style owes much to Alexander Jackson Davis, 
whose publications on American cottage architecture helped 
define the characteristics of the style in the mid nineteenth 
century.  With rural simplicity and romantic gothic-revival 
details and ornament, the Gothic style was an immensely popular 
sign of the sophistication with the earliest builders of retreats 
outside the city.

No town in the valley of the Hudson River is without a few 
cottages of this character oand style.  In keeping with this 
precedent, The Hudson River Gothic style will offer a charming 
and contextual accent to the Neighborhoods of Tuxedo Reserve.

The Hudson River Gothic Style

This picturesque idealization of country life is a 
notable American invention from European prec-
edent. The Hudson River Gothic style owes much 
to Alexander Jackson Davis, whose publications
on American cottage architecture helped define the 
characteristics of the style in the mid nineteenth 
century. With rural simplicity and romantic gothic-
revival details and ornament, the Gothic style was 
an immensely popular sign of sophistication with the 
earliest builders of retreats outside the city. 

No town in the valley of the Hudson River is without 
a few Gothic cottages. Tuxedo Reserve’s neighbor-
hoods, too are accented by the Hudson River Gothic 
house.

For more information on this style, please refer 
to Alexander Jackson Davis: American Architect 
1803-1892

Central chimney on diagonal

Decorative brackets at eave peak

Prominent central cross gable

Tall 2/2 windows topped with drip-
mould crown

Full-width porch with decorative 
brackets

DE TA I L S,  MAT E R I A L S A N D CO L O R S

T H E H U D S O N R I V E R G O T H I C S T Y L E

FO R M A L CH A R A C T E R

Massing: Simple, rectangular volume with ordered composi-
tion; main gable parallel to street.
Roof Forms: Gable (from 6 in 12 to 12 in 12), with second-
ary gable (at least 12 in 12) often centered, perpendicular to 
street and framing decorative window, paired or triple gables 
symmetrically placed, L-shaped plan; open eaves, exposed 
rafters.
Roofing: Wood shake or standing-seam metal recommended;
asphalt or fiberglass shingles as approved by Community Architect.
Dormers: Wide gables, integral to wall through cornice.
Cladding: 4 in. horizontal wood siding with corner boards, 
board-and-batten, stucco; decorative gable trim.
Chimneys: Brick or stone, centrally located within mass, usu-
ally turned on the diagonal.

Openings: Set close to flush with wall surface with 4 in. trim 
boards; drip mould window crown.
Doors: Centered within composition; double, fully glazed or 
glazed on upper 1/3.
Windows: Double-hung 2/2, 1/1 or eight-paned casement, 
often paired or set into box bay; central, pointed-arch accent.
Shutters: Louvered.
Colors: Dark greens, blues, and reds or white for main body, 
white trim.
Porches: One-story, full-width porch, symmetrically placed; 
square posts with decorative flattened-arch brackets.
Minimum Floor to Ceiling Heights: 9 feet on the first floor 
and 8 feet 6 inches on the second.

MANOR VILLAGE ESTATE COTTAGE
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HU D S O N RI V E R GO T H I CT U X E D O R E S E R V E

D E S I G N G U I D E L I N E S

This picturesque idealization of country life is a 
notable American invention from European prec-
edent. The Hudson River Gothic style owes much 
to Alexander Jackson Davis, whose publications
on American cottage architecture helped define the 
characteristics of the style in the mid nineteenth 
century. With rural simplicity and romantic gothic-
revival details and ornament, the Gothic style was 
an immensely popular sign of sophistication with the 
earliest builders of retreats outside the city. 

No town in the valley of the Hudson River is without 
a few Gothic cottages. Tuxedo Reserve’s neighbor-
hoods, too are accented by the Hudson River Gothic 
house.

For more information on this style, please refer 
to Alexander Jackson Davis: American Architect 
1803-1892

Central chimney on diagonal

Decorative brackets at eave peak

Prominent central cross gable

Tall 2/2 windows topped with drip-
mould crown

Full-width porch with decorative 
brackets

DE TA I L S,  MAT E R I A L S A N D CO L O R S

T H E H U D S O N R I V E R G O T H I C S T Y L E

FO R M A L CH A R A C T E R

Massing: Simple, rectangular volume with ordered composi-
tion; main gable parallel to street.
Roof Forms: Gable (from 6 in 12 to 12 in 12), with second-
ary gable (at least 12 in 12) often centered, perpendicular to 
street and framing decorative window, paired or triple gables 
symmetrically placed, L-shaped plan; open eaves, exposed 
rafters.
Roofing: Wood shake or standing-seam metal recommended;
asphalt or fiberglass shingles as approved by Community Architect.
Dormers: Wide gables, integral to wall through cornice.
Cladding: 4 in. horizontal wood siding with corner boards, 
board-and-batten, stucco; decorative gable trim.
Chimneys: Brick or stone, centrally located within mass, usu-
ally turned on the diagonal.

Openings: Set close to flush with wall surface with 4 in. trim 
boards; drip mould window crown.
Doors: Centered within composition; double, fully glazed or 
glazed on upper 1/3.
Windows: Double-hung 2/2, 1/1 or eight-paned casement, 
often paired or set into box bay; central, pointed-arch accent.
Shutters: Louvered.
Colors: Dark greens, blues, and reds or white for main body, 
white trim.
Porches: One-story, full-width porch, symmetrically placed; 
square posts with decorative flattened-arch brackets.
Minimum Floor to Ceiling Heights: 9 feet on the first floor 
and 8 feet 6 inches on the second.

MANOR VILLAGE ESTATE COTTAGE
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HU D S O N RI V E R GO T H I CT U X E D O R E S E R V E

D E S I G N G U I D E L I N E S

Details, Materials & Colors
Massing: Simple, rectangular volume with ordered 
composition.
Roof Forms: Gable (from 6 in 12 to 12 in 12), with 
secondary gable (at least 12 in 12) often centered, 
perpendicular to street and framing decorative window, 
paired or triple gables symmetrically placed, L-shaped 
plan; open eaves, exposed rafters.
Roofing: Wood shake or standing-seam metal 
recommended; asphalt or fiberglass shingles as approved 
by the Architectural Review Board
Dormers: Wide gables, integral to wall through cornice.
Cladding: Horizontal wood siding with narrow exposure,  
corner boards, board-and-batten, stucco, vinyl siding, vinyl 
shakes, synthetic stone; decorative gable trim. 
Chimneys: Brick or stone, centrally located within mass, 
usually turned on the diagonal. Alternatively, direct 
vent fireplace with vent in rear or side of home.

Openings: Set close to flush with wall surface with 4 in. 
trim boards; drip mould window crown.
Doors: Centered within composition; double, Fully glazed 
or glazed on upper 1/3.
Windows: Double-hung 2/2, single hung, 1/1 or eight-
paned casement, often paired or set into box bay; central, 
pointed-arch accent.
Shutters: 2 panel or louvered.
Colors: Dark greens, blues, reds, gray or white 
for main body, white trim.
Porches: One-story, full-width porch, symmetrically 
placed; square posts with decorative flattened-arch 
brackets.
Minimum Floor to Ceiling Heights: 9 feet on the first 
floor and 8 feet 6 inches on the second.

Formal Character

Farms.
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Tuxedo Reserve 14

Design Guidelines

Characterized by a skin of cedar shingles enveloping 
casual Queen Anne massing and disciplined by clas-
sical detailing, the Shingle Style is really an amalgam 
of styles. It describes the architecture of fashionable 
resorts surrounding New York City before the turn of 
the century. The Town of Tuxedo was endowed with 
some of the most famous examples of the style, par-
ticularly by one of its most imaginative proponents, 
Bruce Price.

The Shingle Style is particularly at home in Tuxedo 
Reserve, whose same mountains and valleys inspired 
the style’s original designers.A rare marriage of the 
rural and the civic, the weathering shingles blend 
into the forests of the Reserve while the white cor-
nices and columns gesture towards the community.

For more information on this style, please refer to 
The Shingle Style and The Stick Style by Vincent 
Scully.

Gambrel roof, gabled dormers

Double-hung windows with multi-
paned upper sash

Cedar shingles throughout with no cor-
ner boards

Porches with Tuscan columns and clas-
sical detailing

DE TA I L S,  MAT E R I A L S A N D CO L O R S

T H E S H I N G L E S T Y L E

FO R M A L CH A R A C T E R

Massing: Picturesque, gently-profiled forms which meld
together; overall complex form with asymmetrical facades.
Roof Forms: Gabled, gambrel, or hipped, with 8 in 12 or less 
pitch (except for gambrel); characterized by forms flowing 
into each other; shallow, flared eaves.
Roofing: Wood shake recommended; asphalt or fiberglass 
shingles as approved by Community Architect.
Dormers: Shed with low pitch or the continuation of the 
upper pitch of gambrel: gable with shallow eave, hipped, or 
eyebrow.
Cladding: Cedar shingles with maximum 6 in. exposure; no 
corner boards.
Chimneys: Stone, brick or shingled
Openings: Set close to flush with wall surface, flat or simply-

profiled wood trim a minimum of 4 in. wide.
Doors: Dutch or solid panel, glazed upper 1/2, solid below.
Windows: Double-hung with multi-paned sash above, round, 
half-round, or elliptical accent windows; Palladian windows at 
central locations.
Shutters: Solid panel or louver.
Colors: Shingles naturally weathered, trim in white with dark 
green or black accents.
Porches: Roof usually an extension of main roof line, sup-
ports are stone, shingled piers, Tuscan columns or square 
wood posts.
Minimum Floor to Ceiling Heights: 9 feet on the first floor 
and 8 feet 6 inches on the second.

COTTAGE VILLAGE ESTATE MANOR
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SH I N G L E ST Y L ET U X E D O R E S E R V E

D E S I G N G U I D E L I N E S

Characterized by a skin of cedar shingles enveloping 
casual Queen Anne massing and disciplined by clas-
sical detailing, the Shingle Style is really an amalgam 
of styles. It describes the architecture of fashionable 
resorts surrounding New York City before the turn of 
the century. The Town of Tuxedo was endowed with 
some of the most famous examples of the style, par-
ticularly by one of its most imaginative proponents, 
Bruce Price.

The Shingle Style is particularly at home in Tuxedo 
Reserve, whose same mountains and valleys inspired 
the style’s original designers.A rare marriage of the 
rural and the civic, the weathering shingles blend 
into the forests of the Reserve while the white cor-
nices and columns gesture towards the community.

For more information on this style, please refer to 
The Shingle Style and The Stick Style by Vincent 
Scully.

Gambrel roof, gabled dormers

Double-hung windows with multi-
paned upper sash

Cedar shingles throughout with no cor-
ner boards

Porches with Tuscan columns and clas-
sical detailing

DE TA I L S,  MAT E R I A L S A N D CO L O R S

T H E S H I N G L E S T Y L E

FO R M A L CH A R A C T E R

Massing: Picturesque, gently-profiled forms which meld
together; overall complex form with asymmetrical facades.
Roof Forms: Gabled, gambrel, or hipped, with 8 in 12 or less 
pitch (except for gambrel); characterized by forms flowing 
into each other; shallow, flared eaves.
Roofing: Wood shake recommended; asphalt or fiberglass 
shingles as approved by Community Architect.
Dormers: Shed with low pitch or the continuation of the 
upper pitch of gambrel: gable with shallow eave, hipped, or 
eyebrow.
Cladding: Cedar shingles with maximum 6 in. exposure; no 
corner boards.
Chimneys: Stone, brick or shingled
Openings: Set close to flush with wall surface, flat or simply-

profiled wood trim a minimum of 4 in. wide.
Doors: Dutch or solid panel, glazed upper 1/2, solid below.
Windows: Double-hung with multi-paned sash above, round, 
half-round, or elliptical accent windows; Palladian windows at 
central locations.
Shutters: Solid panel or louver.
Colors: Shingles naturally weathered, trim in white with dark 
green or black accents.
Porches: Roof usually an extension of main roof line, sup-
ports are stone, shingled piers, Tuscan columns or square 
wood posts.
Minimum Floor to Ceiling Heights: 9 feet on the first floor 
and 8 feet 6 inches on the second.
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Characterized by a skin of cedar shingles enveloping 
casual Queen Anne massing and disciplined by clas-
sical detailing, the Shingle Style is really an amalgam 
of styles. It describes the architecture of fashionable 
resorts surrounding New York City before the turn of 
the century. The Town of Tuxedo was endowed with 
some of the most famous examples of the style, par-
ticularly by one of its most imaginative proponents, 
Bruce Price.

The Shingle Style is particularly at home in Tuxedo 
Reserve, whose same mountains and valleys inspired 
the style’s original designers.A rare marriage of the 
rural and the civic, the weathering shingles blend 
into the forests of the Reserve while the white cor-
nices and columns gesture towards the community.

For more information on this style, please refer to 
The Shingle Style and The Stick Style by Vincent 
Scully.

Gambrel roof, gabled dormers

Double-hung windows with multi-
paned upper sash

Cedar shingles throughout with no cor-
ner boards

Porches with Tuscan columns and clas-
sical detailing

DE TA I L S,  MAT E R I A L S A N D CO L O R S

T H E S H I N G L E S T Y L E

FO R M A L CH A R A C T E R

Massing: Picturesque, gently-profiled forms which meld
together; overall complex form with asymmetrical facades.
Roof Forms: Gabled, gambrel, or hipped, with 8 in 12 or less 
pitch (except for gambrel); characterized by forms flowing 
into each other; shallow, flared eaves.
Roofing: Wood shake recommended; asphalt or fiberglass 
shingles as approved by Community Architect.
Dormers: Shed with low pitch or the continuation of the 
upper pitch of gambrel: gable with shallow eave, hipped, or 
eyebrow.
Cladding: Cedar shingles with maximum 6 in. exposure; no 
corner boards.
Chimneys: Stone, brick or shingled
Openings: Set close to flush with wall surface, flat or simply-

profiled wood trim a minimum of 4 in. wide.
Doors: Dutch or solid panel, glazed upper 1/2, solid below.
Windows: Double-hung with multi-paned sash above, round, 
half-round, or elliptical accent windows; Palladian windows at 
central locations.
Shutters: Solid panel or louver.
Colors: Shingles naturally weathered, trim in white with dark 
green or black accents.
Porches: Roof usually an extension of main roof line, sup-
ports are stone, shingled piers, Tuscan columns or square 
wood posts.
Minimum Floor to Ceiling Heights: 9 feet on the first floor 
and 8 feet 6 inches on the second.
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Shingle Style

Characterized by a skin of cedar shingles enveloping casual 
Queen Anne massing and disciplined by classical detailing, the 
Shingle Style is really an amalgam of styles.  It describes the 
architecture of fashionable resorts surrounding New York City 
before the turn of the century.  The town of Tuxedo was endowed 
with some of the most famous examples of the style, particularly 
by one of its most imaginative proponents, Bruce Price.

The shingle style is particularly at home in Tuxedo Reserve, 
where the same mountains and valleys inspired the style’s
original designers.

For more information on this style, please refer to The Shingle 
Style and The Stick Style by Vincent Scully.

The Shingle Style

Details, Materials & Colors
Massing: Picturesque, gently-profiled forms which meld
together; overall complex form with asymmetrical facades.
Roof Forms: Gabled, gambrel, or hipped, with 8 in 12 or 
less pitch (except for gambrel); characterized by forms 
flowing into each other; shallow, flared eaves.
Roofing: Wood shake recommended; asphalt or fiberglass
shingles as approved by the Architectural Review Board
Dormers: Shed with low pitch or the continuation of the
upper pitch of gambrel: gable with shallow eave, hipped, 
or eyebrow.
Cladding: Cedar or paintable cementirious shingles with 
maximum 6 in. exposure, vinyl siding, vinyl shakes, or 

synthetic stone; no corner boards
Chimn eys: Stone, brick or shingled, or direct vent fireplace with venting to the rear or side of home
Openings: Set close to flush with wall surface, flat or simply  
profiled wood trim a minimum of 4 in. wide, or pvc or vinyl trim.

Doors: Dutch or solid panel, glazed upper 1/2, solid below.
Windows: Double-hung with multi-paned sash above, 
round, half-round, or elliptical accent windows; Palladian 
windows at central locations.
Shutters: Solid panel or louver.
Colors: Shingles naturally weathered, trim in white with 
dark green or black accents.
Porches: Roof usually an extension of main roof line, 
supports are stone, shingled piers, Tuscan columns or 
square wood posts.
Minimum Floor to Ceiling Heights: 9 feet on the first 
floor and 8 feet 6 inches on the second.

Formal   Character

Farms,
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Characterized by a skin of cedar shingles enveloping 
casual Queen Anne massing and disciplined by clas-
sical detailing, the Shingle Style is really an amalgam 
of styles. It describes the architecture of fashionable 
resorts surrounding New York City before the turn of 
the century. The Town of Tuxedo was endowed with 
some of the most famous examples of the style, par-
ticularly by one of its most imaginative proponents, 
Bruce Price.

The Shingle Style is particularly at home in Tuxedo 
Reserve, whose same mountains and valleys inspired 
the style’s original designers.A rare marriage of the 
rural and the civic, the weathering shingles blend 
into the forests of the Reserve while the white cor-
nices and columns gesture towards the community.

For more information on this style, please refer to 
The Shingle Style and The Stick Style by Vincent 
Scully.

Gambrel roof, gabled dormers

Double-hung windows with multi-
paned upper sash

Cedar shingles throughout with no cor-
ner boards

Porches with Tuscan columns and clas-
sical detailing

DE TA I L S,  MAT E R I A L S A N D CO L O R S

T H E S H I N G L E S T Y L E

FO R M A L CH A R A C T E R

Massing: Picturesque, gently-profiled forms which meld
together; overall complex form with asymmetrical facades.
Roof Forms: Gabled, gambrel, or hipped, with 8 in 12 or less 
pitch (except for gambrel); characterized by forms flowing 
into each other; shallow, flared eaves.
Roofing: Wood shake recommended; asphalt or fiberglass 
shingles as approved by Community Architect.
Dormers: Shed with low pitch or the continuation of the 
upper pitch of gambrel: gable with shallow eave, hipped, or 
eyebrow.
Cladding: Cedar shingles with maximum 6 in. exposure; no 
corner boards.
Chimneys: Stone, brick or shingled
Openings: Set close to flush with wall surface, flat or simply-

profiled wood trim a minimum of 4 in. wide.
Doors: Dutch or solid panel, glazed upper 1/2, solid below.
Windows: Double-hung with multi-paned sash above, round, 
half-round, or elliptical accent windows; Palladian windows at 
central locations.
Shutters: Solid panel or louver.
Colors: Shingles naturally weathered, trim in white with dark 
green or black accents.
Porches: Roof usually an extension of main roof line, sup-
ports are stone, shingled piers, Tuscan columns or square 
wood posts.
Minimum Floor to Ceiling Heights: 9 feet on the first floor 
and 8 feet 6 inches on the second.
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Groups of multi-pane
casement windows common

Stone terraces and garden walls

The arts and crafts style emerged at the tumultuous turn 
of the 20th century.  Remarkably, the arts and crafts style 
of architecture was much overlooked in its day - being 
overshadowed by the tide of modernism emerging alongside 
it.  While similarly eschewing the influence of the neoclassical,  
the arts and crafts departed significantly from the modern 
movement, adopting the less revolutionary tenets of design unity, 
joy in labour, individualism and regionalism.  These principles 
resulted in an architecture that was at once emblematic of change 
while being wholly contextural and appropriate to their locales.  
Tuxedo and Tuxedo Park have buildings that borrow heavily 
from this legacy.  It is in this spirit that this style of architecture 
will find an important place in neighborhoods of Tuxedo Reserve

English Arts And Crafts

Details, Materials & Colors

Formal Character

English Arts & Crafts Style

Massing: Picturesque, gently-profiled forms which meld 
together; overall complex form with asymmetrical facades. 
Roof Forms: Gabled, hipped or shed, with 8 in 12 or more 
characterized by forms flowing into each other; shallow 
eaves and rakes with simple trim.
Roofing: Wood shake recommended; asphalt or fiberglass 
shingles as approved by the Architectural Review Board 
Dormers: Shed with low pitch or gabled with similar pitch 
to primary roof forms
Cladding: Stone.  Stucco or brick often with vinyl siding, 
synthetic stone accent. 
Chimneys: Brick with a flagstone cap or stucco with a 
tapered cap. Alternatively, direct vent fireplace with 
venting to the rear or side of home.
Openings: Set deep into exterior wall, often trimmed with 
narrow brick moulding, brick, stone, precast or aged-wood 
lintels, or PVC, or vinyl trim.

Doors: Single or double, multi-paned on the upper 2/3, of 
natural wood or painted same as trim color. Often set into 
a simple arch.
Windows: Multi-paned casement typical, also singlehung, 
or doublehung. ganged windows permitted. 
Shutters: Not common.
Porches: Asymmetrical placement, porches often under 
extensions of primary roof slope. Stone terraces and garden 
walls are common.
Minimum Floor to Ceiling Heights: 9 feet on the first 
floor and 8 feet 6 inches on the second.

Prominent massive chimney

Large steeply pitched roof forms

Balanced but asymmentrical facade 
composition

Farms.
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Prominent cornice / entablature

Low slope forward facing gable

Symmetrical facade composition

Porches and porticos supported
by prominent round or square columns.

Cottage Village Manor Estate

In the early 19th century, the influence of ancient Greece 
eclipsed that of Rome in American architecture.  Stimulated in 
part by the publication of “the Antiquities of Athens by James 
Stuart and Nicholas Revett, Greek precedent thrived in Europe 
before jumping the pond to take root in America.  Once here, 
the Greek Revival became a very popular style and it was 
documented in several widely circulated builders companions 
that enabled the common carpenter to become fluent in the 
details of the style.  By the late 1830’s, the Hudson River Valley 
and become an established center of culture and architecture and 
in this context, the Greek Revival found a home even among the 
more picturesque styles that infuse the region.  It is this spirit 
that the Greek Revival finds a place at Tuxedo Reserve

Greek Revival

Formal Character

Massing: Formal composition usually with a prominent 
gable perpendicular to the street.  1/2 stories are not 
common.
Roof Forms: Gables of low pitch, from 4 in 12 to 6 in 12 
with deep eaves and strong entablature.
Roofing: Wood shake recommended; asphalt or fiberglass 
shingles as approved by the Architectural Review Board 
Dormers: Dormers are not common within this style. 
Cladding: Shingle, stone, stucco, clapboard or brick.  On 
larger homes a stone base might be introduced as well as 
pilasters supporting the heavy entablature, vinyl siding and 
synthetic stone.
Chimneys: Prominent, wide stone or brick chimney. 
Alternatively, direct vent fireplace with vent to rear or 
side of home. 
Openings: Symmetrical, large openings with substantial 
trim. 

Doors: Solid wood or with upper 1/4 glazed.  Transoms 
and sidelights are common.
Windows: Vertical, single hung, double hung windows, 
infrequently paired, with substantial and formal trim. 
Shutters: Louvered, solid panel, or 2 panel.
Colors: White is common with field and trim the same 
color.  As an alternative, strong solid colors at field with 
lighter contrasting trim.  Shutters are usually black. 
Porches: Formal front and/or side porch common.  Double 
height porches with large order columns also common. 
Minimum Floor to Ceiling Heights: 9 feet on the first 
floor and 8 feet on the second.

Details, Materials & Colors

Farms.
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   Discussion

No single detail of the house is as important as the eave for 
conveying correct proportion and detail.  There are several 
basic guidelines for proper treatment of roofs that are 
consistent throughout most building styles in New England.

The guidelines suggested here should provide ample 
latitude for design while limiting those conditions which 
reflect lack of care and / or crafstmanship.

31.2 Encouraged: Appropriate eave 
return at a gable end.  Flashing / 
waterproofing on top surface of gable 
return is not visible when viewing 
the façade - and in no case should 
be greater than 1:12.  The primary 
eave trim and detailing is carried 
fully around – symmetrically disposed 
about the corner board.

31.3 Discouraged.  Eave return is 
much too long – extending further 
past the corner board than it should.  
The pitch at the return significantly 
exceeds 1:12 – probably more like 
8:12 in this case.  

31.4 Unacceptable.  The classic 
“pork-chop” eave return avoids the 
issue of the pitch at the return by fully 
enclosing the eave in a triangular 
“box” at the intersection of the eave 
and rake.    

31.1 Proper eave detailing is not difficult or cost 
prohibitive, it just takes a little time and will convey a 
sense of true craftsmanship .

Roofs and Eaves

Encouraged Discouraged Not PermittedPERMITTED
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Discussion

Gutters and downspouts are an 
integral part of the design of many 
houses built today – and the basic 
components can be used to great 
effect or they can become an eyesore.  
These simple rules of thumb will 
allow these very functional elements 
to be integrated well into any home.

A. Downspout locations should be
carefully considered relative to the
natural vertical components of the
house.  In general,  downspouts
should be located at interior or
exterior corners – preferably
integrating with a major vertical
element in that location.
Downspouts located randomly at the
middle portion of the elevation are
unacceptable.

B. Ogee gutters deserve particular
attention as they relate to eave
returns at the gable end as discussed
on the previous page.

The ogee gutter is shaped
intentionally to emulate the crown
moulding at the eave.  As such, the
gutter becomes part of the profile
of the eave. In cases where the ogee
gutter is used, it should return with
the eave and die into the face of the
house, as shown in the diagrams and
photographs to the left.

**Where it is not possible for ogee 
gutters to be used correctly - half 
round gutters suspended on hanging 
brackets should be used instead. 
Aluminum K gutters acceptable 
substitution for ogee gutters.

32.1   Downspouts should be located at interior or exterior corner.  
Downspouts in the middle of the facade should be avoided.

32.2  Ogee gutters should return 
with the eave or entablature and 
die into the face of the house.  

32.3   Avoid ogee gutters that do 
not return with the eave.  

Discouraged

Gutters and Downspouts

Encouraged

1 
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Not Permitted

Discussion

Garages have become a significant element 
of residential architecture over the 
last 100 years.  Despite their size and 
proximity to the street - garages are often 
given very little consideration beyond the 
purely functional.  In order to prevent the 
garage from undermining the character 
of traditional streets, several points 
should be considered whether in new 
design or renovation.

The diagram and photographs above left 
provide examples of all of these points 
while the lower images should be 
considered undesirable.

A. Wherever possible visually break a
double bay garage door into two separate
doors.

B. Wherever possible use carriage house
style doors (these may be roll-up with
detailing to emulate carriage house
doors)

C. Transom lites in the topmost bay of the
door can be used effectively to increase
the “verticality” of the composition

D. Where possible and appropriate - a
small canopy or trellis can be used to
create a shadowline and break up the
elevation

E. Avoid the use of a single 16’ wide door
(along with A above) that does not
provide a visual separation

F. Garages should always be designed in
harmony with the architectural style of
the primary building or buildings.

G. Single 16’ wide doors are permitted
where not directly facing a primary road
(alleys excluded).  In cases where single
16’ doors are used, they should be
designed with relief, windows and
hardward to emulate as closely as
possible a “carriage house” style.

33.1 Garage doors deserve design attention - aim for vertical propor-
tions among all components.  Vertical proportions can be achieved by 
using two separate doors and including transom lites along the top 
bay of the door.

33.2   Avoid double-wide garage doors that detract from the charac-
ter of the street.

Doors and Garages

Encouraged
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Not Permitted

Not Permitted

Discussion - Window 
Muntins

   Historically, windows were 
constructed with muntins 
that separated each lite.  New 
technologies and manufacturing 
techniques have eliminated 
the true divided lite window 
construction.  Contemporary 
windows with muntins applied 
to the exterior face, or embedded 
within the two layers of glazing 
lack the shadows and depth that 
true muntins create.  

True divided lite or SDL 
(Simulated divided lite) 
windows are encouraged.  SDL 
windows have permanently 
exterior and interior muntins and 
an integral spacer bar.   Snap in 
or removable muntins should be 
avoided.

Discussion - Shutters

    Shutters were developed to filter 
or prevent the passage of air 
and light into a building from 
the outside.  They cannot serve 
their purpose without being 
operable and sized to fit each 
window.  Shutters, therefore, 
should be sized to half of the 
sash dimension of the windows 
and should be mounted in such 
a fashion that they appear able 
to be closed.  Shutters may be of 
either paneled or louvered type.

   Shutters that appear too large or 
too small to cover the window 
opening when closed should be 
avoided.  

35.1  The most visually appealing and properly constructed windows have true 
muntins separating each window lite.  

35.2  Windows with applied muntins on the exterior face of the lite, or 
embedded within the double glazing lack the depth and interest that true 
muntins create.

35.3  Shutters should be operable, or appear operable, and be sized to fit the 
window when closed.

35.4  The shutters on the building above would cover only half of the neces-
sary opening if they were ever closed.

Windows - Muntins and Shutters

Encouraged

Encouraged
Muntins
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   General Discussion

   Porches, porticos and canopies serve an important 
functional purpose and work to moderate the 
scale of the single family home with the scale 
of the pedestrian.  Given that porches and 
porticos represent the most public face of a given 
structure– great attention should be paid to the 
detailing and overall proportion of these amenities 
relative to each neighborhood and building.

   Covered porches function best at a minimum 
depth of 8’ 6'. Porches may be one or two 
stories tall with either flat, shed, gabled or 
hipped roofs.  Front porches / entry porticos are 
traditionally arranged to address the most public 
face of the house and where called for, to 
address more than one public face.  

36.1   Covered porches at a minimum of 6' 8’ deep 
extend living space to the outdoors.  Traditional 
American streetlife is characterized by the lively 
interaction be-tween neighbors on the front porch.  

36.2   Covered stoops help to mediate between the public 
realm and the private domain of the house.

Porches and Porticos
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Discussion 

   The results of a well-built porch are 
rewarding and enrich the character of 
the house.  A few simple guidelines 
regarding alignment can help to ensure 
proper porch construction.

• Porch eaves and rakes usually extend
past the face of the porch beam a
minimum of 8” (exclusive of any
gutters).

• The face of the finished porch beam
should align with the neck of the
supporting column on both the interior
and exterior.  Avoid instances where
the porch column is narrower than
the porch beam or vice versa.  Porch
beams are traditionally as deep as the
supporting columns are wide.

37.2 
Avoid Column capitals that 
are permitted to be as wide as 
the beam.  Column capitals 
should extend beyond the face 
of the beam.  In tradi-tional 
wood construction, the trim 
for the capital is applied to 
the column shaft, which is 
aligned with the face of the 
beam.

37.1 
The faces of the column shaft should align 
with the vertical faces of the porch beam.  

Eave

Beam

Capital

Column Shaft

37.3 
Avoid constructing porches 
with columns that are wider 
than the beam, or are mis-
aligned from the face of the 
beam.  

37.4
Avoid details that eliminate 
the use of a beam altogether.  
Columns that support the ceil-
ing directly appear ready to 
puncture the ceiling surface.  
Beams are meant to support 
the roof and should not be 
omitted from the assembly. 

Porches - Details (Column and Beam)

PERMITTED Discouraged Not Permitted Not Permitted
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Discussion - Column Base

• Porch columns should be a minimum of 6” 
square or 8” diameter with a clear representation 
of both capital and base.

• The face of the column base should align with 
the face of the pier below.

• Poured concrete porches

Discussion - Piers and Panel Infill

• For wood deck style porches, the gaps between
foundation piers are traditionally infilled with
lattice or panel.  Lattice infill is usually oriented
vertically.

• The spaces between lattice strips or between
panels should be between 1 ½” and ¾” wide.

• Porch foundation piers not made of brick or other
finish material can be clad in either stucco, brick
or exterior trim to provide a finished appearance.

38.1  Align the face of the base with the face of the 
supporting pier.  This 

38.3 Infill panels between 
porch foundation piers are 
often lattice. 

Not Permitted

38.2  Avoid locating the column so that the base is 
flush with the decking.  This arrangement does not 
look structurally sound.

Column Shaft

Column Base

Skirt Board

Pier

Porch Deck

38.4 When using lattice, avoid 
using lattice that is oriented 
diagonally. 

Porches - Details (Column Base, Pier, skirt and infill)

Encouraged

Encouraged Not Permitted
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Not Permitted

Discussion - Chimneys

In traditional New England architecture, chimneys were located in the middle of the plan, and the hearth was 
the central gathering space within the home.  As residential building types evolved, the chimneys were pushed 
to the side ends of the house and became beautiful expressions of structural masonry.  The chimneys were often 
detailed with much care and understanding of masonry construction.  Chimney caps were designed in proportion 
to the chimney and to the entire building and added much character to the composition.

Unfortunately, contemporary home building practices have reduced the chimney to cantilevered appendages that 
veil the functional requirements of a true chimney.  Today’s common chimneys are wrapped in the same siding 
as the rest of the building and lack the expression of fireproof protection and structural integrity that is inherent 
in masonry construction.  Shed boxes with direct vent flues are often the closest representation of a chimney that 
we can find in conventional building practices.

42.2  Avoid “floating” chim-
neys that are cantilevered 
without any sort of structural 
foundation.  Avoid cladding the 
chimney in the same material as 
the building.    Chimneys can be 
beautiful visual elements when 
distinguished from the main 
structure.  Avoid large chimney 
caps that are visually top-heavy.

42.3  Avoid reducing the expression 
of the chimney to a shed box with a 
direct vent tacked on to the side of 
the house.  

42.1  Continue chimneys down to 
the ground.  They require visual and 
structural support at the foundation. 
Build chimneys of masonry or, at 
the least, non-flammable materials.  
Detail the chimney cap in a simple, 
easy to build manner. In lieu of 
visible chimney, direct vent 
fireplace with vent to rear or side 
of home is acceptable.

Chimneys
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Materials

Because of the slopes in Tuxedo Reserve, houses will be seen on all
sides. Thus, all facades must be designed in the same style and architectural 
integrity as the front facade. All facades should be composed as carefully as 
the front. All facades must receive some sort of fenestration.  
Each house must be designed in one of the approved styles.

Architectural Guidelines

MATERIALS DETAILS TECHNIQUES

WALL CLADING Exterior building walls should be constructed of brick, stone, 
stucco, clapboard, board and batten, or cedar shingles. Wood may 
be painted, and may be substituted by Hardie board, Masonite or 
other paintable material as approved by the Architectural Review 
Board. Cladding materials are a critical component to any style; 

refer to the style guidelines for appropriate materials.

All brick colors and stone  types must be approved by the Community Architect. All facades 
should be clad in the primary cladding material. All joints in siding must be painted or caulked. 
Vertical corner trim on clapboard structures should be a minimum of   inches wide . All Hardie 

board and  masonite applications should only be used to replace painted wood cladding and 
must employ typical wood dimensions.

Brick should be coursed in  horizontal running bond, common bond or 
Flemish bond. No brick  ire-cut surfaces should be visible  n the building 
exterior. Accent patterns may be used on sills,  lintels, chimneys, etc. All 
clapboard siding should be arranged 4 in to 8 in to the weather. All stucco 

should receive a smooth sand finish. All  stonework must be approved by the  
Architectural Review Board.

ROOFS, CHIMNEYS & 
GUTTERS

Roofs should be constructed of one of the following materials: 
cedar shakes,  slate, artificial slate, standing- seam metal. Asphalt 
or fiberglass shingles are allowed but must be approved for color 
and type by the Architectural Review Board. Copper accents are 
encouraged. Gutters should be constructed of steel, aluminum or 
copper. Chimneys should be clad in brick, stone, cedar shingle or 

stucco.

Roof forms are governed by the description and pitch ranges in the appropriate style 
guidelines. Flat roofs are permitted over entry porticos and porches but must be accompanied 
by an architectural cornice a minimum of 2 ft. in height. Any other flat roofs should be used 

as an exterior deck accessed from the interior of the main building and should be edged with a 
parapet wall or railing consistent with the style of the house. All gutters should be set against a 
trim a minimum of 6 in. wider than the gutter itself. Unless made of copper, gutters should be 

painted to match the color of the main building or the color of the trim.

Gutters should be half-rounds or of a shape that completes the entablature 
of the house. Down-spouts must be full rounds or rectangular with a smooth 

surface.

PORCHES, TERRACES & 
DECKS

Porches should be constructed of wood.  Front porch decking 
should be of tongue and groove type.  Synthetic tonge and groove 

decking  is allowable subject to approval by the Architectural 
Review Board.  Masonry or stucco piers allowed under the 

appropriate style guidelines. Rear or side secks should be made of 
pressure treated wood, brick, stone or cast stone as appropriate to 
the house style  Synthetic decking material is allowed subject to 

approval by the Architectural Review Board.

Porches should be of a style and massing consistent with the style and massing of the main 
house as directed by the appropriate style guidelines. Porches should be painted to match 

the predominant trim color of the main house. Any area below a deck must be screened by a 
material appropriate to the house style and appropriate landscaping. Screened porches should 

adhere to the same regulations as Side Wings.

Architectural elements like columns, piers, pilasters and cornices should 
be either of the Tuscan or Doric order and should be dimensioned and  

proportioned according to The American Vignola. Piers must be at least 12 
in. wide and 12 in. deep. The depth of a wall with arches must be at least 12 

in. deep.

DOORS & WINDOWS Doors should be constructed of wood, metal-clad, or wood-veneer 
fiberglass. Windows should be  constructed of wood or metal.   

Vinyl windows are allowed subject to approval by the Architectural 
Review Board.

Windows should be rectangular in configuration, vertical in orientation, and have a proportion 
of 1:2 or 2:3, unless approved by community architect. Accent windows may be circular, 

elliptical or half-round. Quarter round windows may be used if in a mirrored pair relating to an 
architectural feature. No more than three accent windows are permitted on any one facade. The 

glass on all windows and doors larger than 2 ft. by 2 ft. should be divided into separate lites 
by muntins. Window lites should be square or vertical in proportion. Muntins should be real or 
snap-on, provided that they are on both the interior and exterior of the glass. The same window 

types should be used on all facades.

Windows should be operable with the exception of small accent windows. 
Arched windows must be at least 12 in. tall and no more than 36 in. wide. 

Total window openings on the surface of any facade should not exceed 40% 
of the facade’s surface area.

TRIM & DETAILS Window shutters should be made of wood or a high-quality 
paintable synthetic as approved by the Architectural Review Board.  
Storm windows and doors should match the material and color of 
the window and door they are attached to. Architectural trim and 
cornices should generally be made of wood, brick, stone or cast 

stone as appropriate to the house style. Fiberglass, Paintable PVC 
or GFRC are allowable subject to approval by the Architectural 

Review Board.

The form and type of trim, cornices and window shutters should be governed by the 
appropriate style guidelines. Shutters should be operable or appear to be operable and should 
be of sufficient size to cover the entire window if both side are closed. Hold-open hardware 

should be used on all shutters.

Architectural cornices, pediments, entablatures, columns, pilasters and piers 
should be based on The American Vignola and should be of an appropriate 

character as defined for each style.

Farms, houses will be seen on all
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Alside - conquest

Black shingles

Vinyl shakes

MI 3500 series

Wide J can be used to receive the open end of the vinyl siding

concrete porches
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ARCHITECTURAL GUIDELINES

DESIGN GUIDELINES      MATERIALS 
 50 

MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR MATERIAL ELEMENTS 

A particular Construction Specification Institute section has been assigned to each material element to establish the intent of the quality assurance, execution, and products to be used. A detailed performance specification shall be included as part 
of the required submittal to the Tuxedo Architecture Review Board to demonstrate compliance with these minimum standards.  

Wall Cladding 
Brick Section 042100 Architectural 

Face Brick  
Modular in size, 2-1/4 by 3-5/8 by 7-5/8 inches, 
and conform to the requirements of ASTM C 216, 
Grade SW. 

Stone Nominal Thickness: 3/4 inch to 1 
1/2 inches  

Stucco Section 07240 Exterior 
Insulation & Finish System 
(EIFS) – Class PB  

Exterior insulation with drainable backing. Min 1 
1/2 inches  

Clapboard Fibercement or Vinyl with 
profiles, cedar shakes, vinyl shakes,
clapboard, board and batten. 

Fibercement Section 07466 Fiber Cement 
Siding 

Compliance with ASTM C1186 Type A Grade II, 
ASTM E 84 

Vinyl siding Section 074633 Vinyl Siding .044” minimum thickness ASTM D 1784 
ASTM D 3679 

Roofs, Chimneys & Gutters 
Cedar 
Shakes 
Composite 

Section 073200 Shake Roof Material: 80 percent recycled rubber and plastic 
compound with colorants and UV stabilizers. 
Tapered ¼” 10 inch width 7 inch exposure  

Slate 
Synthetic 
Slate 

Section 073200 Slate Roof 1/4 inch to 3/8 inch thick, 12 inch by 12 inch size 
with a 10 inch exposure. Meets; ASTM C 120-90 

Standing 
seam 

Section 076100 Metal Roofing Non-penetrating concealed fasteners. Double-
folded 24 gauge. panel seams 

Asphalt or 
fiberglass 

Section 073100 Architecture 
Shingles 

Ultra-dimensional and bold profile 4.5in exposure 

Copper Section 076300 Sheet Metal 
Roofing Specialties  

Copper Development Association (CDA) Copper 
in Architecture Handbook ASTM B370  

Porches, Terraces & Decks 
Wood Section 066000 Pressure treated (rear decks) or 

Clear Cedar 5/4” x 6”  
Composite 
Wood 

Section 066000 Solid Cellular PVC ASTM E 84 
Hidden fasteners  

Stone 
Stucco 
Brick 

See Cladding  

Doors & Windows 
Window 
and Doors  

Section 085213.25 Aluminum-clad wood, vinyl and fiberglass windows to 
meet or exceed Code Requirements Energy STAR rating  

Installation 
Accessories 

Follow manufacturer 
recommendations for sealants 
to maintain watertight 
conditions.   

Grills Grilles between the glass 
(GBG)   

Trim & Details 
Trim PVC  Section 066500 Simulated 

Wood Trim 
Min dimension 5/8”x 4” nominal  
Free Foam Cellular PVC with small cell 
microstructure and density  
ASTM D 792 and ASTM D 570 

Trim Vinyl    Section 066000 Cellular 
PVC Trim 

 Min dimension 5/8”x 4” nominal 
Solid Cellular PVC  

Trim 
Composite 

   Section 074600 Trim Min dimension 5/8”x 4” nominal  
Polymeric blend, fly ash, and glass fibers 

Paint Section 099100 Exterior 
Painting  

Colors as per matrix 

Stains Section 09930 Stains and 
finishes  

Colors as per matrix 

NOTES 

1. In the event of a conflict between the provisions above and provisions in other sections of the Design Guidelines, the provisions set forth in these Architectural Guidelines shall prevail.
2. Material substitutions proposed by a developer during the plot plan review shall be approved by the Architecture Review Board (“ARB”).  Material substitutions must meet the Minimum Standards listed above.
3. The intent of the Design Guidelines is to ensure a high quality, lasting project that is developed with well-installed, quality materials and which expresses variety within the approved styles.  Design variations within a given style must

include three of the following:
a. Color and color patterns variations between groups of dwellings.
b. All of the styles have multiple finishes options available which allow for variation within a given style.
c. Massing variations shall be achieved by alternating the location of porches, chimneys, bays, garage, adding “wings” or changing the scale of dormers within a style.
d. Adjusting the window patterns, soffit detailing, and corner details to create individuality within a given style.

4. A developer that proposes to develop more than one dwelling in a neighborhood will propose design variations for each of its home models for review and approval by the ARB.  Developer shall provide the ARB a minimum of four
design options within the selected style which meet the intent of the variation requirements set forth above.  Developer shall present to the ARB a rendering of these options for a given streetscape and/or neighborhood .

5. The master developer or, in the future, the Tuxedo Farms Homeowners Association may, in its discretion, hire a Community Architect who would be a professional working with the developers and the ARB to ensure that the designs
submitted are consistent with the Design Guidelines as a method of quality control

6. In accordance with the Special Permit, all dwellings are subject to ARB approval.

Section 04850 Synthetic 
Stone Natural Thin Veneer Stone

GAF timberline HD or equivalent 
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